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Abstracti

The 7 mining claims numbered 495963-5, ^95953-55 and 506l# 5 

make up a contigous group controlled by Mr. Barry Ames of Matachewan 

Ont, and are currently undergoing a geophysical examination by

Sylva Explorations of Matachewan. Previously the Eastern claims 
which include an old shaft and the southern shore of Otisse(Bloom) 
Lake were examined with geochemical, Self Potential and a partial 
MaxMin II coverage. With funds available the Lake portion of the 
property and the Western portions were examined in the winter of 
1978-79. The entire property was covered with a magnetometer survey 
over lines cut at 100 and two hundred foot intervals. In the current 
program one zone was found to continue and two others were 
located principally by VLF methods but responding to three channels 
or better on the OP component of the Maxmin survey one of which 
may have a magnetic correlation.

The zones are thogught to be disseminated to weakly massive sulphide 
structures of considerable length which may lie along the contacts 
of k nown syenite intrusives which likely extend into the lake. 
The presence of a past producer a few hundred feet to the south 
suggests that these may be gold bearing. Work is to continue utilizing 
geochemical and self potential techiniques in the hope that the 
zones which seem to lie at depth may surface in some representative 
haloe which could be sampled prior to diamond drilling on the West 
shore of the Lake where very little work has been carried out in the 
past.e It has also been recommended that more MaxMin be utilized over 
the lake portion of the property. It was decided that the four 
hundred foot coil spacing was much more definitive than the two hundred 
foot spacing althoggh the smaller spacing shows that the conductors 
do come near to the top although the lack of shoulders and weak response 
make it difficult to intepret the results. It was also recommended 
that the Westernmost part of the property be reran with VLF since the 
station which was Seattle, Washington did not fairly represent the 
portion of the property which projects onto the land portions since it 
goes against the strike. Cutler, Maine would be much more suitable 
but was very intermitant during the course of the survey. The field 
strength component of the system is felf to be of sufficient importance 
to warrant such a rerun to match with the SP results which will 
shortly be obtained when the water resides.
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MBWJETIC SURVEY

The magnetic survey failed to show a great deal of information as 
was anticipated from studying the areomagnetic maps prior to the 
survey plus an examination of the assessment filed
by a previous holder of the claims who covered the lake surface only. 

Several isolated diabase dikes were located which agree with the 
geological mapping which was previously lost in a fire (which will be 
redone in the present field season). However the North south lines 
did not delinate the dikes since they tended to wander and pinch in 
and out. Several dikes were traced with East West traverses for the 
purposes of mapping these notably being the high readings on lines 
12 and 1^ W near the south boundary, pinching ans passing between 
the sadid lines near the baseline and reappearing in the East bay 
of Otisse Lake at XHMXK ?? ?N on Line 10W where it goes off the 
property. On Line ? 32W at ?S another dike was defined where it was 
widest in the Lake and south onto the shore where it lies in a swampy 
area. This Dike was found in the underground workings of the Matachewan 
Consolidated Mines. It appears to widen and then narrow where it can 
only be detected by EW traverses.

Another narrow dike which was mapped previously on the same 
strike was found on 150N on Line 12E. This particular dike and indeed 
a characteristic of all such structures on the property shows the 
same abrupt narrowing and widening pattern.
On the extreme Eastern boundary of the claim group several other 
magnetic features are present which show a North and South pattern 
which would seem to denote another dike, however this interpretation 
is dubious, first since outcrop available does not show it and second 
ly there are two definite EW geophysical features which trend through 
the swamps on either side of the outcrop. Further geophysical work 
will be needed on a closer grid spacing to define this.

In Otisse Lake just south of the North boundary a definte EW 

Magnetic feature outlines a structure or rocktype or perhaps a mineral 
deposit of a magnetic type which cannot be ignored in an otherwise 
flat unprofiable map. Interstingly a Electomagnetic feature co-incides 

with this.
To the extreme south of the Lake and onto the shore a magnetic 

depression trending between the two definite diabase dikes coincides with 
a known syenite intrusive. It is to the North of this feature thaf 
the most interesting MaxMin II target was found.



mere are a few scattered magnetic areas to the North of the feature 
which may or may not suggest that the EM anomaly has a magnetic sig 
nature .

The remainder of the map shows many isolated weakly magnetic 
highs and lows but not in any definite contourable pattern. This 
can be expected in the greywackes which are known to underly the 
property which could be very variable in nature.

The possibility exists that the Northern most feature could 
show a shallower depth of the sediments but at this stage this would 
be largely conjecture.

Operator - G. L. Taman Authour - R. Sheeciy. 
Base Station - +500 gammas.

VLF-EM (Crone Radem)

In the VLF survey, the field strength and dip angle are recorded. 
Little description is need for this well known instrument. Sylva had 
very good results while contracting and stripping while utilizing the 
field strength component of the system when relocating induced polarization 
zones in recent times. It has also been noticed that the field strength 
conincides with bonafide MaxMinll anomalies on the highest channels 
and runs hand in hand with SP anomalous conditions. Very probably the 
zones dicovered on the Ames property would best be handled with induced 
polarization however much more information Ean be gleaned by the 
present three systems for lest cost and faster coverage.

Of the three zones noted in the survey, two to the north were 
continuations of former work and one new one was discovered.

The first to the north trends from 8N of the baseline on the East 
and sligtly North of West off the property. This zone can hopefully be 
stripped after a SP survey.

The second zone follows the same strike and roughly lies just to 
the North of the Baseline. Its conductivity is variable in nature 
and on some lines does not even seem to exist. This may be caused by 
the instrument being put to work at its detection limits or simply 
because the mineralization is weak. The Max Min did not yield very 
high shoulders suggesting a deeper lieing source of disseminated 
material.

The last zone was found to the south and was perhaps the stongest. 
The strike length goes from diabase dike to diabase dike for a length
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o^p.500'. This zone coincided very well with the MaxMin resmlts which 
showed some areas to be sufficiently massive to yield a notable IP 
response particularly on Lines 22 and 24W. The Radem profiles show a 
strong south dip to the zone. There is a secondary but weaker response 
nearer to the shore which very liely is a contact. However the rise 
in field strength suggests that some mineral is present even here 
although the MaxMin failed to pick this up.

Interestingly, no results were found in the areas where extensive 
diamond drilling was carried out as reported apon in Phase one of this 
report. This serves to verify the Sel^ Potential results which were 
taken in the fall of 1978.

Other isolated readings were noted which were eith er spurious 
or perhaps over Lake sediments or even discarded metal objects from 
the old mine workings to the North. (It is rumoured that there is 
a few automobiles in the lake)

Another notable feature was the fall in field strength when 
operating over a diabase dike. This is probably caused by the strike 
of the dike lieing homogenously and normal to the station of Seattle 
Washingtom.

As previously mentioned, the Western portion of the grid 
should be reran using Cutler.Maine as a station since the strike 
of the zones would be more agreeable. This is well borne out by the 
fact that the dip angle crossovers and the field strength peaks are 
wider apart than what has been the authours experience although in 
many cases this is due to the strong dips of the zones, A few lines 
were actually ran using Cutler but not enough for a presentation. Failing 
ice conditions prevented further work. Since drilling must be done 
through the ice it would be wise in the authouts opinion to do such a 
survey prior to the program. The Western Land portions should be reran 
to correlate with the SP survey which will soon be initiated.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY - MaxMin II

3555Hz presented - 200' coil spacing - Operators - B. Ames, R. Sheedy 
Authour - R. Sheedy.

*#****

Perhaps the most sophisticated instrument to be utilized in the 
winter survey of the Ames claims was a MaxMin II. It had been decided 
to shorten the coil spcing from 400' from the previous work to 200' 
in the hopes that the greater sensitivity would serve to delinate 
the tops of the minerailzation rather than the mass. While this 
effect was acheived it becomes abundantly clear that the sources of 
the anomalous zones are deep or stonger at depth since several 
reruns of former lines were made to ease interpretation. While the 
tops of the Eastern amomalies were found where the larger coil 
spacing formerly located them, they would have been overlooked in 
a normal 200' survey.

The lake anomalies were far more responsive but it is felt that 
these too could be better worked with a 400' coil spacing prior to 
collaring diamond drill holes. The Western land portions must be 
reran with the longer cable.

The survey gave response on threee to five channels even with 
the short cable and ruled out the possibility of conductive overburden 
or lake sediments. It also spoke highly of the SP results which 
showed sudden an often confusing KH negative readings on the land 
portions where a long string of positives had preceded. The SP 
is reading quite deep.

As with the VLF, two zones were found to continue and one new 
one was located. These are in complete harmony with the exception 
that the MaxMin does not show any particular dip, but this has 
been noted before by the authour and is not a matter of any concern. 
The QP component was the most helpful with the stronger readings 
registering a in Phase response as well. These zones should big 
reran prior to any diamond drilling. 
Channels are 3555, 1777,8888,444,222 Hz.
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^jjCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

Although some refinements can be made in the work completed to 
date on the Ames claimgroup the property can be for all intents aad 
purposes - covered.

Thourough geological mapping, more geochemical and Self potential 
work would be in order where applicable.

Many syenite intrusives were noted on the property in 1978 and 
in the Matachewan area these are noted for being harbingers of gold 
deposition, and in the case of the claimgroup in question a strong 
likelyhood since the southermost anomaly lies a scant thousand feet 
from the shaft of the Matachewan Consolidated Mine and the Northern 
most stope even closer to the anomaly in the South West Bay. It was 
in this stope that ore was mined from a syenite arkose rock which 
closely fits the description of much of the greywacke on the south 
of the Ames claims. If one was to examine the nature of the ore mined 
and the nature of the orebody currently being explored by Pamour Mines 
to the South West one claim away one would wonder just what type of 
a geophysical response could be expected if any at all. Certaily at 
beat it would have to be described as disseminated with some massive 
sections    probably not as strong as what has been detected on Mr. 
Ames' claims.

It is therefore recommeded that the previous recommedations be 
carred out and a diamond drilling program instituted as soon as possible.

^Certified Correqt
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